Frontier HOG’s Annual Chili Cook-Off

2020 Frontier Hog’s Annual Chili Contest
Saturday January 11, 2020
At the HOG Pen
Setup @ 4:45 with
Contest Starting @ 5:30
Get your secret recipes ready!

Prize Categories

1- Hot Chili
   (bring the burn)
2- Traditional Chili
   (mild or medium, hamburger, beans, tomato, etc...)
3- Nontraditional Chili
   (white, venison, vegan, etc...)
1st Place in each Category is awarded by Peoples Choice Vote ($75 Frontier Gift Card)

1- Cook your Favorite Chili or Dessert.
2- Head out to the HOG Pen @ 4:45
3- Bring your Muffin Tin for Sampling (we have cups)
4- Start Sampling the Variety of Recipes @ 5:30
5- Vote for your Favorite in Each Category
6- Short Chapter Meeting while sampling
7- Stick Around to See the Winners
8- Enjoy Hanging Out with Fellow HOG Members

Brought to you By: Frontier H.O.G. Chapter
“The World’s Greatest HOG Chapter”
Open to Current Frontier HOG Members & One Guest